
The Road to Self Leadership 
- A road less travelled 

Leadership Lecture Series – I 
Building Brand “You” | Leadership 
Values 



“You are who you are 
when nobody's 
watching.” 

― Stephen Fry 



Building a Brand 

You 
Discover Define Design 



Discover 

Building a Brand “You” 



“What” is a Leader? 

vision commitment  skills  

integrity people person positive 

communicator Motivator Planner 

They are realistic, but unrelenting 

They are polite, but insistent 

Constantly and consistently drive forward towards their goal 

honesty 

humility 

courage sincerity passion 

confidence 

wisdom 

determination compassion sensitivity 



My Leader 
- integrity 
-honesty 
-humility 
-courage 
-commitment 
- sincerity 
-passion 
-confidence 
-positivity 
-wisdom 
-determination 
-compassion 
- sensitivity 



ship 
Self 

Leader 



• Leadership is mostly about behavior. 

• Leadership relies most strongly on less tangible and 
less measurable things like : 
- trust, 
- inspiration,  
- attitude,  
- decision-making, and  
- personal character. 

What is Leadership? 
• To Lead 



Self Leadership 

Self-leadership is an enabling process whereby a 
person learns to know him/herself better and 

through this better self-understanding is able to 
steer his/her life better.  

Who Am I? 



Know Thyself 

A Self Inquiry Exercise to establish your 
abilities as a Leader 



Define 

Building a Brand “You” 



My Value Objective 

“You are who you are when 
nobody's watching.” 

Think of your own value objective…can be your own, can be 
of someone you want to follow or have faith in…..this will be 
your Lodestone….. 



My Cornerstones 

ACHIEVEMENT ECONOMIC BALANCE HONESTY POWER 

ADVENTURE EXPERTNESS INDEPENDENCE PREDICTABILITY 

AFFECTION FAIRNESS INTEGRITY RECOGNITION 

CHALLENGE FLEXIBILITY INVOLVEMENT RESPONSIBILITY 

COMFORT FREEDOM LEADERSHIP RESPONSIVENESS 

CONFORMITY FRIENDSHIP LOYALTY RISK 

CONTROL HAPPINESS MORALITY/ETHICS SECURITY 

COOPERATION HARD WORK ORDER SELF-RESPECT 

CREATIVITY HARMONY WISDOM TRADITION 

DIRECTNESS HELPFULNESS 
PERSONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 
TRUST 

ANY OTHER VALUES: 

Exercise: It is important that leaders clarify their own sense of leadership values.  Reflect upon the values 
that define your role as a leader.  Circle five values listed below that best complete the following sentence: 

“_________________ is a „cornerstone‟ in my approach to leadership." 



Design 

Building a Brand “You” 



“Self Ltd.” 

CEO 

Physical 

• Food 

• Exercise 

• Rest 

• Breathing 

• Relaxation 

Mental 

• Thinking 

• Memory 

• Learning 

• Creativeness 

• Perception 

Social 

• Management of 
feelings 

• Positivism 

• Relationships 

• Hobbies 

• Community 

Spiritual 

• Values 

• Goals 

• Meaning 

• Spirituality 

• Balance 

Work  

• Key tasks 

• Objectives 

• Competencies 

• Feedback 

• Development 

Consciousness 

Source: What is Self-leadership?  By Pentti Sydänmaanlakka  Dated: 22.5.2004  



• By physical condition it means that you have a balanced diet, and 
that you exercise, sleep and rest adequately.  

• Mental condition means that you are energetic, curious, have the 
ability to take fast decisions and for learning new things.  

• Social condition means that you can take care of your 
relationships, with your partner or spouse, your children, your 
parents, your friends, and that you have time for your hobbies.  

• Spiritual condition means that the purpose, values, vision and 
actions of your life are in balance. This means that you have clear 
objectives and spiritual stimuli steering your life. 

• Work / Professional  condition  means  having  clear objectives  in  
work,  sufficient  competence,  feedback  about  performance  and  
continuous development.  

“Self Ltd.” 
Physical Mental Social Spiritual Work  

Source: What is Self-leadership?  By Pentti Sydänmaanlakka  Dated: 22.5.2004  



Purpose  

find the sense of meaning  

Focus 

do the right things  

Authenticity  

live in truth  

Renewal 

learn continuously and be 
brave  

Trust 

trust yourself and have 
faith in universal 

intelligence  

Patience 

be patience and ready 

Assertiveness and 
discipline 

don´t give up  

Sensitivity 

learn to read weak signals  

 Love 

love is the most powerful 
source of energy  

Humbleness 

be of service  

Implementing Principles 

Source: What is Self-leadership?  By Pentti Sydänmaanlakka  Dated: 22.5.2004  



Repetition 

Building a Brand “You” 



“I know the Leader is in me.” 

“I look inside me and celebrate it:  
What I‟m becoming, I wouldn‟t trade it!  
I am the Leader I‟m meant to be now  
I know the Leader is in me.  
  

I‟ll be proactive and make good choices  
I‟ll set the goals and I‟ll lend my voices  

I‟ll always listen to hear myself  
I know the Leader is in me.” 



You can be a leader.  
You will be a leader.  
 
When it matters enough to 
“You” 


